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CLASS DAY .
Peace again-and Class Day at
Trinity, unusual only in that it was
the biggest and best that old Trinity
has known. It seemed as if the campus were a sort of rendezvous for all
the men who had been in the service
and for all their friends who had
come to welcome them back to Alma
Mater. A warm June day, the college buildings decorated with flags
and bunting, and chairs arranged beneath the elms in front of Northam
Towers, made the pleasant conditions
which favored a large crowd gathered
to hear the Class Day exercises. The
speakers' platform stood on the walk
before Northam Towers. The class
banner, bearing the mottq_, "Spectemur Agendo", was placed · on the
front of the platform. In front of
this was arranged a semi..circle 00:
comfQrtable armchairs in which the
graduating class sat.
Each man
was wearing the conventional academic gown and smoking a long clay
pipe, which is a part of the tradi-.
tiona! proceedings of Class Day.
Venerable Bill Duffy passed around
tobacco and punch. Outside of this
group were seated the alumni and
friends of the . class.
Altogether
there were several hundred people
gathered beneath the elms. A band
played between the numbers and before the exercises began.
The Class Day president's address
was read by Irving E. Partridge of
Hartford, who also introduced the
various speakers. In his address of
welcome he said:
"Four years ago we entered this
college as a body of individuals, but
today, after having worked hard together, played hard together, and
striven hard togethe·r , we are united
by the strongest bonds of comradeship and loyalty. The class of 1919
is gathered here this afternoon in accordance with a time-honored Trinity
custom. We regFet the absence of
several of our classmates who are
still in the service. But in spite of
the fact that the war separated us for
the time being, the greater part of
the class is here today, and each one
of us possesses a newer and deeper
' love for his Alma Mater which he
never had before."
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REV. DR. FLAVEL SWEETEN LUTHER.

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR FRANKLIN K. LANE
DELIVERS ADDRESS
SPEAKS OF PROBLEMS OF THE DAY.
Almost 1200 people were present
at the open air exercises on the campus in front of Northam Towers on
Sunday morning.
The weather was
perfect, bright with plenty of sunshine and a little breeze rustling the
leaves of the great trees whose foliage shaded the congregation. Behind the altar with its white Iinl!n
and beautiful flowers, Northam Towers rose in medieval grandeur its
front covered with flags of blue and
gold streamers, which shook and bellied in the wind.
In front of the north tower was
stationed the Governor's Foot Guard
Band. The chairs filled with relatives and friends of the college and
the graduating class with their friends
and relatives were arranged in the
form of a crescent, the two horns being opposite the towers and the center opposite the altar.
Rt. Rev. Chauncey B. Brewster,
Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of
Connecticut!, conducted · the service.
The Jesson, taken from I Corinthians
13, was read by Dr. Luther. The
band accompanied the singing of the
hymns and at the conclusion of the
service rendered "'Neath the Elms",
~

Austin A. King of Norwich read the
class hisoory. He recalled the feats
and deeds of the class of 1919 during
their four years at Trinity, the history being, in part, as follows:
As juniors we returned to college
to find that most of the Senior Class
were in the military service.
Our
numbers, due to being of so.m ewhat
more youthful years, were not so depleted. That year many of Qur members were called upon to hold important undergraduate offices, which ordinarily they would not be called upon
to fill until a year later. The lion's
share of the credit of keeping the un(Continued on page 4)

and "The Star Spangled Banner."
The choir was composed of several
undergraduates and alumni of recent
years: Erhardt G. Schmitt, '16, of Ansonia; James H. Withington, '18, of
Newton Center, Mass.; Harry W .
Nordstrom, '19, of Brooklyn ; C. Byron Spofford, '16, of Claremont, N.
H.; Richard Puels, '22, of New York
City; Charles H. Baker, '16, of Hartford; Edward A. Niles, '16, of Boston, and Harry C. Redrfield, '18, of
Hartford. The ushers were Harold
V. Lynch, '20, of Ocean City, N. J.,
marshal; Frank Poss, '20, of New
York City ; James H. McGee, '21, of
New York City, W . Lyon, '20, of Sewickley, Pa.; Karl Herzer, '21, of
Hartford, and Arthur L. King, '20, of
Brooklyn.
Secretary of the Interior Franklin
K. Lane, delivered the address of
the day. Dr. Luther introduced Trinity's distinguished guest.
Secretary Lane stated that he had
read in the morning paper an account
of the sinking by the Germans of
their fJeet at Scapa Flow and of the
division of the "London Daily Mail"
prize by Alcock and Brown, who had
(Continued on page 5.)

of the occasiOn.
ent were ·still in uniform, and t here
were ~e with . crutches and canes,
speaking forcibly of Trinity's part in
the World War.
The degree of Bachelor of Arts,
in course, was conferred upon ten
men, Bachelor of Science,. in course,
upon twenty-three, M·a ster of Arts,
in course, upon .three, and Master of
Science, in course, upon one. Thirteen honorary degrees were conferred.
The exercises opened with Morning
Prayer in the college chapel at 9.15.
The academic procession formed in
front of Jarvis Hall and marched to
Alumni Hall, which was crowded
with alumni and guests.
The salutatory was delivered in
Latin by Henry W. V·alentine· of Hartford . The translation is:
"Reverend and honored president,
you who have labored so zealously
for the college in order that its foundations might be more f irmly placed,
extending most gracious thanks to
you, I greet you. Happy are we that
you did not leave us until you had
guided us through our cours-e; wherefore now as with your labors completed you are going away I particularly welcome you.
"Greetings to you also, most honored trustees and fellows, most worthy
men in ' whose hands the care and
safety of this college is placed.
"Now to you, professors in the arts
and sciences, I turn. You have directed our steps to this goal of study
by your patience and care. 'You generously give advice and rejoice in
the giving,' most W{)rthy men; but
our minds too often wander to pleasureable sports. However, you have
done much for us and we extena to
you our thanks - greetings.
"Alumni of this college in whose
number we shall shortly be; we are
glad that you have return.ed to make
merry with us, and especially happy
are we that so ·many of you have
returned after worthy service in the
army and navy of your country; to
you from the very bottom of my
heart I extend a hearty welcome:
"You also, companions in college,
who are following us in order to become seniors, I gr~t you.
"Chosen friends, companions in our
studies and games, at last we have
come to the end of the course toward
which we have striven for four years
and now we are about to take up new
duties·. Let us advance into life bearing with us those things which we
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have learned here with this in mindthat in this critical period of reconstruction we may be useful citizens.
Dear friends and fellow students, I
greet you.
"Citizens of Hartford to whom we
owe and tender thanks, because of
many kindnes·ses toward us, most
wortlhy fathers, most dear mothers,
sisters, brothers, friends, and lastly,
beautiful girls-nay, most beautiful
girls-we are glad and rejoice greatly that you all have come here. I
now 'greet all of you who are here
' present."
The following were the prizes for
the year 1919 as announced:
Valedjctorian: Evald Laurids Skau.
Salutatorian:
Valentine.

Henry

Woodhouse

Tuttle Prize Essay.
Not awarded.
Goodwin Greek Prizes.
First prize, not awarded.
Seeonq prize, Samuel Nirenstein of
Hartford.
Prizes in History and Political
Science.
First prize, Irving Emerson Partridge, Jr., of Hartford. .
Second prize, Jasper Edward Jessen, of Hartford.
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition.
First prize, Rufus Colfax Phillips
of Middletown, Ohio.
Second prize, Harmon Tyler Barber of Hartford.
Third prize, Benjamin Silverberg.
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes.
Not awarded.
The Douglas Prize.
Not awarded.
The F. A. Brown Prize.
Not awarded.
H. E. Russell Fellow, Thomas Kelley James, B. S., of Norwich.
Mary A. Terry Feilow, Charles Julian Muller, '18, of New York.
Lemuel J. CuJ.'Itis Scholar, Rob.ert
Irvin Parke, '21, of Williamsport,
Pa.
Daniel Goodwin and Hoadley Scholars, Frederick George Vogel, '19; Benjamin Levin, '20; Samuel Nirenstein,
'19; and Jarvis Dixon Case, '22, all of
Hartford.
Charles F. Daniels Scholar, Henry
Woodhouse Valentine, '19, of Hartford.
Holland .Scholars: Evald Laurids
Skau, 19; Geo. Kolodny, '20; William
James Cahill, '21.
Dwight Whitfield Pardee scholar,
Robert Sabert Casey, '20, of Fort
Madison, Iowa.
T?ucey scholars, Leslie W.alter Hodder, '19, of Irvington, N.Y., and Morton Davis Graham, '22, of Middletown.
Holland Scholars for 1919-20.
In the Senior Class: William James
Cahill, George Kolodny.
In the Junior Class: Robert Irvin
Parke.
In the Sop'h omore Class : Verner
Warren Clapp.

Degrees in course were then conferred as follows:

"We know that the welfare of Trinity has constantly been up.permos·t in
your heal'lt and that you have spared
· Bachelor of Arts.
no personal sacrifice in order that
Samuel Nirenstein, Hartford, sal- she might prosper. All the more sad
utatorian with honors in general is our parting when we · think that
scholarship and in philosophy.
in another week you al'So will be
Frederick Paul Easland, Hartford. leaving Alma Mater, turning over to
Theodore Francis Evans, Annapo- another the tiller which you have so
lis, Md.
ably held for the past sixteen years.
Edward Max Finesilver, Hartford. It is with a feeling of deep gratitude
John Francis Maher, Jr., Hartford. for all that you have done for TrinVincent Hamilton Potter, Burnside. ity, with proud expectation of what
Herbert Ernest Palmer Pressey, · you will yet do for her and for the
Portland, Maine.
world, and with hopes that you may
Edward Charles Schortmann, Provi- long enjoy the jus.t reward of faithdence, R. I.
ful labors, that we, .the .Class of 1919,
Robert Daniel Wessels.
bid you farewell.
Frederick Porter Woolley, Hartford.
"Ptofessor P.erkins:
Bachelor of Science.
"To you we owe our first concep·Harmon Tyler Barber, Hartford, tions of college life for during our
with honors in mathematics.
freshman year, when Doctor Luther
Robert Sabert Casey, Fort Madi- deemed it neoessary to rest from
son, Iowa, with honors in general academic duties·, you carried upon
scholarship and in chemistry.
your s·h oulders ·the double duty of
Irving Emerson Partridge, Jr., acting-president and professor. UnHartford, with honors· in biology.
der your guidance, we laid the very
Melville Shulthiess, Hartford, with foundations of our college education.
honors in economics.
In behalf of the Class of 1919, I bid
Evald Laurids Skau, Hartford, op- you farewell.
timps, valedictorian, with honors in
general scholarship and in chemistry.
"Gentlemen of the Board of TrusHenry Woodhouse Valentine, Hart- tees and of the Board of Fellows:
ford, with honors in civil engineering.
"You have been directing the poliFrederick George Vqgel, Hartford,
of Trinity through one · of the
cies
with honors in mathematics.
most trying periods in her h~:11tory.
Louis Antupitsky, Hartford.
Edward Francis Carlson, Hartford. Many times during the past .few years
Arthur Morris Go.Jdstein, Hartford. you have faced absolutely new and
George Chadwick Griffith, Hart- unfor·e seen difficulties and have met
them all wisely and capably.
You
ford.
have
had
the
additional
task
of
choosPaul Curtis Harding, Washington;
ing a new president, a matter of vital
D. C.
Frederick Reed Hoisington, Jr., importance to Trinity, and we have
complete confidence in your choice.
Rye, N.Y.
Myron Robinson Jackson, Norwich. It is with grateful acknowledgment
of your wise adminis·tration that we,
Ja:11per Edward Jessen, Hartford.
the Class of 1919, bid you farewell.
Austin Avery King. Norwich.
William Elijah L'Heureux, Jewett
"Gentlemen of the Faculty:
City.
George Eulas· Mercer, Hartford.
"We offer to you our sincere thanks
Edward Francis Murray, Norwich. for all that you .have done for us:
Henry William Nordstrom, Brook- We owe to your untiring efforts much
lyn, N.Y.
for which we can not even hope to
Rufus Colfax Phillips, Middletown, repay you. In addition to giving us
Ohio.
instruction in the various branches
William Reiner, Bloomfield.
of learning, you . have always stood
Jacob Barnard Sigal, Hartford.
ready with a friendly hand to help
and encourage us. It is indeed with
::\laster of Arts, in Course.
a feeling of regret that the Class of
Samuel Harmon Edsall, Minnesota, 1919 bids you farewell.
of the Class of 1915.
"Citizens of Hartford:
Russell Ziebell Johnston, Connecticut, of the class of 1916.
"Hartford will alwaYJS remain as a
Herbert Livingston, Oregon; R D. pleasant memory in the he&rts of all
Pacific Theological Seminary.
Trinity men. Hartford, the city in
which we have spent four of the most
Master of Science.
important years of our lives, the ci.ty
Frederick Thomas Gilbert, Massa- in which we have grown from boychusetts, of the Class of 1909.
hood to manhood, a city full of kindhearted and generous citizens, will
Evald Laurids· Skau of Hartford de- always mean much to us. It is only
livered the following valedictory:
now as we are on the point of part- ·
ing that we fully realize how close"Doctor Luther:
"It is my privilege on this, the last ly we are bound to this city, by many
day of our college career, to express acquaintances and by pleasant memto you in behalf of the Class of 1919, ories. It is with deep appreciation
our deep apprecia.tion of your servi- of all that you have done to make
ces as president and professor, and our college days brighter that we,
the high esteem and affection with the Class of 1919, bid you farewell.
which we one and all regard you.
"U ndergrad ua tes•:
During the four 'Short but eventful
years of our sojourn at Trinity, we
"As we stand upon the threshold,
have learned to look upon you as a we hear you advancing to take our
true · and f?-ithful friend, a capable places and we pause to say a word to
an{! willing advisor.
you. To you we are entrusting the

pleasant task of .b earing Trinity's
standards and we are confident that
you will never suffer them to be
lowered in any respect.
It is• the
cause of great satisfaction in the
midst of the sadness of parting to
know that our successors will think
Trinity, talk Trinity, and act for
Trinity as faithfully and loyally as
we and other classes before us have
done. Fellow students, the Class of
1919 says "farewell."
"Graduating members of the Class
of 1918:
"Yours is a record to be proud of.
One year ago when, under ordinary
circumstances, you would have graduated, the Commencement Exerci:;;e.s
were carried through with a flag- .
draped chair for each one of you.
You were absent on a mission which
could not have been more important.
Since then you have returned to Trinity and have earned your diplomas.
The Class of 1919 fully appreciates
its great privilege in graduating with
you and bids you farewell.
"Classmates:
"This day marks• the attainment of
the common goal of all our endeavors
for the past four years. We have a.t
last attained one more objective in
the struggle of life. We have advanced one more step towards true
citizenship in the world. But now
that we have reached the present
stage, each one of us has already .focused hi:11 ambition upon another goal
much further advanced----a goal of
greater achievement; and the attainment of our several goals will necessitate our separation at this, the
starting point of the various roads to
success.
"We experience a .feeling of satisfaction which softens the sadness of
parting, when, in glancing back over
the four short years we have spent
together, we recall how our clas'S
has unflinchingly faced the exacting
conditionS> of the times and how it
has upheld the noble traditions handed down from the Trinity of '61 and
of '98. By .far the greater majority
of us who are present here today
were in the midst of the conflict and
there are many of our classmates who
are still in .the service of our country. But there is one who will never
again return to Trinity-he gave his
all that Justice might gain the upper
hand.
"Yes we have had a gloriou;;. past
but now we must look forward to
the future. From this day forth we
have a new task before us. We must
attain the lofty standards set by Trinity men of the past and let us not
stop even there. If pos·sible we must
even set new standards for Trini.t y
men of the future. As a class we
have already won glory .for Trinity
but from now on, each individual must
striV'e towards lofty ideals as he has
never striven before, so that he may
gain even more fame for Trinity and
for the· Class of 1919.
Spectemur
agendo. Let us be known by our
deeds. My classmates, I bid you farewell."
Judge Elbert H. Gary, Pres-ident of
the U. S. Steel Corporation, delivered
the .following address on "Labor."
"It is not yet fully realized what has
·happened to the world during the last
five years; and in a much less degree
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can it be conceived what will occur
during the next like period.
"We know that in nearly every part
of the globe the people are passing
through a transitional stage which is
uncertain and which pjresents new
and difficult problems of great oonsequence. It is a time of suspense
and apprehension.
"We have been living in an atmosphere of disorder and devastation, as
opposeo to order and preservation; of
deliberate, successful effort to utilize
all the elements of hullUln knowledge,
skill and energy in the destruction of
life and property, often in · disregard of the laws of God and
man. While i,t is impos-sible to
measure the full effect of these
conditions upon the human mind
and disposition, it is apparent that in
many cases it is degenerating and
serious.
"The means of personal communication have reached the point where
practically the whole world is promptly informed of the actions and
thoughts of the people of the different parts. Consequently the attitude
of the inhabitants of one location
may have an influence, good or bad,
upon those who abide in other places;
and therefore the responsibilities of
all are naw greater than ever before.
"We a;re entering upon an era of readjustment and reconstruction. Many
problems of vital interest a~fecting '
the future of the human race are presented for cons·ideration as the result
of the war, some of them new and
others arising from the application
of old principles to new conditions;
and it is essential that we build on
solid foundations for future developments. It is sufficient at this time
to say that there is a feeling of
anxiety which di&turbs the minds of
human beings generally; and -it is of
the highest importance that . conclusions &hall be reached which will aid
in restoring confidence and serenity;
decisions based on principles of righteousness and justice. It is probable '
the feeling of unrest and dissatisfaction, which has been extensively ad. vertised, has been greatly exaggerated, especially as to the numbers
affected; nevertheless in other coun-

tries to a large extent, and in this
country to a less degree, there exis•t s a belief that radical changes in
Governmental control and administration are necessary. Agitation and
propaganda, which are vicious and
participated in by those who are totally unworthy, have had some influence ev.en upon well-disposed persons.
This is largely .because of the abnormal conditions of mind, created by
· the
military cataclysm
through
which we have been passing during
the last four years or more.
"It is the solemn duty of every individual, every aggregation of individuals, to assist in bringing about
sta-ble conditions which are healthful
-morally, socially and economically;
and if this shall be the effort of all
it need not be feared there will be
experienced the overthrow of civilization, the disregard of freedom and
liberty or the protection of life and
property, which occasionally an illadvised or eviHintenti<med speaker
or writer proclaims is now threatening the world.
"And there are momentous questions
raised even by high-minded individuAls ·which demand QUr attention.
In the discussions of the time, public
and private, are contained what is
generally designated the labor questions. While some of them are more
or less delicate and are difficult in
treatment because of misconception
of the facts and circumstances in
particular instances, still I think
there should be frank and full reference to and analysis of the underlying principles which pertain to this
subject. The comments which will
be made represent views which are
entirely personal.
"In referring to labor one naturally
inquires what is meant by the term
and whom it includes·. In a comprehensive sense labor is performed by
nearly everyone in sound condition.
Even physical labor is a large part
of the daily work of the · vast majority of individuals. The rates of
compensation do not determine who
are laborers, for they differ materially, depending upon circumstances .
Labor is not confined to physical activity, but also includes mental exer-

TO THESE MEN TRINITY GAVE .HONORARY DEGREES.
Top row, left to right-Judge Elbert H. Gary of New York, Doctor of Laws: Judge William S.
Case of Hartford, Doctor of Laws ; Rev. Dr. Charles 0 . Scoville of New Haven, Doctor of
Divinity; :Major William Bowie of Providence, Doctor of Science; State Librarian George S.
Godard of Hartford, Master of Arts; Major-General Clarence R. Edwards of Boston, Doctor
of Laws: President Flavel S. Luther of Trinity College and Bliss Carman of New Canaan,
Doctor of Laws. .
Front row, left to right- Governor Percival W. Clement of Portland, Vt., Doctor of Laws;
F. P. Fish of Brookline, Mass., Doctor of Science; Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the
Interior, Doctor of Science; Colonel Calvin D. Cowles of Hartford, Master of Arts; Arthur
Foote of Boston, Doctor of Music; Charles Pergler, representing President Thomas G.
Masaryk, President of the Czecho-Slovak Republic, who was given the degree of Doctor
of Laws.
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Left to right-Governor Percival W . Clement, Major William G. Bowie.

tion. The extent of effort or the
hours engag.ed will not furnish a basis for determination; the possessor
of wealth, or the one in oontrol of its
use, frequently, if not generally, devotes more hours daily to his business
than the lo,w est paid and least competent of workmen; the capitalist
usually works and the hand laborer,
to a greater or less extent, not uncommonly has capital.
"There is no standard for drawing
an exact line .b etween labor and capital. If one will call to mind the different kinds of business and consider
carefully and in detail the pertinent
facts applicable, these observations
will be patent.
"In the di·s cussion of this matter,
for the moment, the laborer may be
referred to as covering both men and
women whose principal work is physical, who require no special literary
qualifications, or skill derived from
long experience, and are often designated as wage earners or workmen.
They are the ones who are relied
upon by the reckless, iniquitous, selfappointed disturbers of peace to assist in - movements to override law
and order, for it is assumed they
are mos-t easily persuaded.
"Fortunately, the large majority of
wage earner-s cannot be influenced by
considerations that are baoo or unreasonable. This is especially .true in
the United States.
"It may be useful to bear in mind
that in t r ying to arrive at a wise
and just conclusion concerning the
rights of the workmen the interests
of four general groups. must be considered, viz: Labor, capital or employer, the consumer, arid that part of the
general public not included in t~e divisions specially mentioned.
None
of these should be overlooked, each
must be fully protected within reason
and justice. When something is done

to increase or decrease the advantages of one of these groups some
or all of the others may be correspondingly concerned, particularly if
it involves pecuniary consideration;
for instance, if what is proposed relates to the rate of compens-ation to
the workmen, or anything bearing
upon the cost of productk>n.
"Employer and employe mus.t both
be considered at all times and each
should be adequately and fairly rewarded for his contribution in money
or work to a given enterprise, as otherwise the incentive for investment
or effort would be diminished, if not
entirely removed.
A nation whose
economic resources are not utilized
to the best advantage and to the full
extent of capability cannot .b e expected to progress in accordance with its
opportunities in the legiUmate attempt to hold its position in the onward stride of nations.
"If the return on capital invested
is not reasonable it will be withdrawn or diminished, or, at least, extensions will not be made; and in that
case employment will be reduced. If
the workers are not properly treated
then capital will suffer, either by
the retirement of the workmen or indifference to duty. Each is equally
dependent upon the other for the full
measure of success.
The capitalist
can, if necess.ary, to •a limited extent,
perform the various tasks pertaining
to his business and perhaps thus supply the necessities. of life; the laJborer, without any capital, resulting
from work or otherwise, would find
it more difficult to supply his necessities. Each. one of these groups, for
self-protection, must cultivate the
friendship and "Study the interests of
the . other.
"As-suming that the. pecuniary conditions of the capitalist and laborer
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are established on a basis of justice
as betw.een themselves, the next consideration. is· the relationship between
these two combined and the consumer. If the latter could be left out
of consideration th en there need be
no difficulty or difference between
employer and . employe concerning
compensation or other advantages,
for wha·tever was added to the profit
of either could be charged to the consumer by increasing the selling prices
of the output. I am not discuss·ing
relative prices or amounts; that must
always be based, more or less, upon
existing conditions, such as those relating to supply and demand, as well
as the risks involved, the nature of
the employment, the results achieved,
et cetera.
"The three groups are intimately
connected. Whenever labor receives
increases in wages, or other pecuniary advantages, the amount must be
charged to and paid by the consumer,
provided capital is not receiving more
than it is entitled to receive. Consequently the question of selling
prices or wages in many cases practically relates only to the laborer and
the consumer.
In estimating the
cost of production from the raw to
the finished material it should be
borne in mind. that 85 to 90o/o of the
total is confined to the sum paid for
labor. If capital or labor is receiving •a larger return than it ought to
have, the excess is provided by the
consumer in paying improper prices.
There should always be maintained a
fair and reasonable equilibrium, taking into account all the circumstan-

ces.
"And in di,scussing the rights of the
consumer it must not be overlooked
that the capitalists and the l-aborers
are consumers as well as the general
public; and therefore that when the
capitalist, the laborer or the general
public is seeking any advance in rates
or returns which adds to the cost of
production or delivery of commodities the one who urges the .increase
may be proposing to add to selling
prices and to the prevailing cost of
living. A man may be demanding
a supposed benefit to himself when in
fact the total net result will be a
personal disadvantage.
"Also, when we consider that the
thre'e groups named are closely connected we cannot overlook the most
imporbant fact that the effort of anyone to advance wages or prices with
re&ulting costs of production, may
be simply a step in adding to the
cos.t of living and consequently a
higher standard of general prices
with a relatively lower value of the
standard dollar.
"If we would have a stable, reason-·
able standard of values, we must, so
far as proper and practicable, arrive
at and maintain a correct relation
between the different groups •a lready
particularly referred .to. Th.e Government could perhaps endeavor to de·termine and regulate the respective
interests and rights of each, but
coupled with the thought there are
immediately conceived complicated and
doubtful questions which would make
the suggestion appear impracticable.
When proposals of this character
have been made there have appeared
objections by both eml1!oyers and employes. This is not the time or place
for debate upon that subject.
"We come now directly to the treat-
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ment of la bor, which is the pri!1cipal
topic of this discourse. In the past
it is ·doubt;ful if the workingman
thro ughout the world received his
just deserts. In the long ago he was
designated the servant of a master
and even the laws were framed for
the undue benefit of the latter. This
was more noticeable in some countries
than in others.
Possibly the atti~
tude of the so-called servant was
sometimes unreasonable and provoked
hostility, but, if so, in the opinion of
the considerate person of the present
day, this furnished no excuse for r etaliatory or unfair treatment on the
part of the employer.
"Fortunately for all mankind, employers and employes as a rule now
ent.ertain a more enlightened vietw
of the relationship between them;
and because of the practical demonstrations 1>f this fact tl;lere is comparatively little likelihood orf disturbances inimical to business progress
and composure. Agitators, frequently
influenced by motivesl of cupid~ty,
with selfish and unserupulous designs,
regardless of the public good, will
bring about temporary disorder, but'
I firmly believe that if the employers generally in the treatment of
their employes are governed by honorable, intelligent and liberal policies there will be no considerable
danger of disregard of law or of interference with the orderly progress
of human enterprise.
Wise, jus.t,
considerate treatment by an individual, or an aggregation of individuals,
toward others will result in reciprocity and cooperation.
Accomplishment by force in any form must give
way to reason and conciliation. This
is not idealistic; it is practical common sense. The Golden Rule, more
and more, should and will be practiced in every day economic life.
"In considering the relationship between employers and employes the
welfare of the latter is of the highest
importance, not alone beteause it is
right, though ~hat is reason enough,
but also because it is for the benefit
of the employers themselves. These
groups are associated for mutual
profit. They succeed or fail together. Each has obligations and responsibilities. They are not and should
not be considered partners in the
sense of being entitled to the control
of the business in question or to participate in the return on the capital
invested, except to the extent of contribution by each to such capital, for
otherwise one would share in benefits
without sharing ln the hazard of investment.
Prospective profits furnish the incentive to embark in enterprise and to risk capital. To the
extent this is removed or hampered
to a corresponding degree will capital be withheld or diverted and economic activity diminished.
"But there are many things the employe is justly entitled to. There is
due him fair and reasonable compensation, depending · upon all the circumstances surrounding the employment. The tim€'s, places, serv.ices,
and results of operation are important to be considered. Necessarily
and properly the question of supply
and demand is·, and always will be a
factor. in determining prices of labor,
as it is in dealing with commodities.
This is elementary and healthy; but
there are other things of equal im(Continued on page 6.)

CLASS DAY.
(Continued from page 1.)
dergrad uate activities intact during
the dark months of the war must,
therefore, be given to 1919. Although
our numbers kept growing smaller
and smaller, clue to enlistments, we
tried, if possible, to minimize the loss
of these men and carry on a9tivities
as was the custom in former years.
In spite of the intensive military
training, football, the "Jesters", and
the "Tripod" were kept running.
Also, in spite of adverse conditions,
we were able to give a Junior prom.
and publish a good "Ivy."
In September, 1918, only six or
seven of our number returned to college and it did not seem that the class
would graduate as .a body. But in
January those that had been discharged from the army, returned to
college, and by intensive studying
have completed their course. Others
who were not discharged in time to
return to college this year will return
next fall and complete their course
with the class of 1920.
Now we are living in a great period
of reconstruction, not only of our
cpllege, but of our country. During
the war some of the old traditions
and customs of our college life had to
be dropped. It is hoped that the best
of these will be revived. Practically
every member of our class who was
physically able was in the military
service of the United States . . The
following were officers: Paul H. Alling, Harmon T. Barber, James E.
Breslin, Fiske Brill, Richa>rd Buckley,
Arthur M. Goldstein, Irving E. Partridge, Gerald H. Segur, Clarence Tuska, Henry W. Valentine, and Arthur
Westphal. Those who served in the
infantry were Breslin, Goldstein, Segur, Valentine and ~stphal.
In
the 101st Machine Gun Battalion
were Harold J. Buckley, Stanley H.
Leeke, Ernest E. Norris, and Everett
N. Sturman. In aviation were Morland A. Horsfall, Edward M. Hyland,
Jr., Samuel G. Jarvis, Frederick N.
Olmsted, John L. C. Roris'On, and Edward M. Schortmann. In the medical
corps were Leslie W. Hodder and
Lansing W. To~tevin. In the field
artillery were Irving E. Partridge
and Herbert Pres·s ey. The cavalry
claimed Paul Alling. Myron M. Prescott was in the ordnance department.
and in the S. A. T. C. were Edward
G. Armstrong, J. Edward Jessen and
Austin A. King.
The following members of the class
served in the navy: Henry S. Beers,
George V. Brickley, Richard Buckley,
Frederick R. 'Hoisington, Jr., William
I. Kenney, Harry W. Nordstrom, Hyman Poritz and Benjamin Silverberg.

The car of Mars was rumbling o'er
the clouds .
The scholar woke; his peaceful dreaming past.
"Pro patria" his emblem; right his
might,
The man arose and girt him for the
fray.
But Mal'S retires with laughter at
mankind.
Irene, goddess mHd, her olive-branch
Extends to Earth whose magic touch
revives
And rises up the hearts of wearied
men.
And in this blessedness of peace returnee!,
Have we no foes to meet, no strife to
win?
Life's precious gifts are granted not
• to man
·
But that he prove him worthy of the
prize.·
Now enter we our adversaries' lists,
With hearts full hopeful in their confidence.
No fear for blows, for we are valorous.
Yet this, our first encounter will decide
To great extent the course pursued
henceforth.
Defeated, we abide the watchers'
jeers.
How many the strifes for those without renown!
Triumphant, courts of kings· are
opened to us!
The poor shall crave the valor of
our might.
If we be wise, the glittering vanity
Of opulence and pride availeth
naught.
Knights-errant, we care not for selfish gain.
But Honor at our sid-e, we meet all
foes,
And ever exercising chival>ry,
Put down oppression, conquer blackest sin,
Lift up the lowly, fight the base in
man.
Until at last the prize of life is won,
And gladly with our armor laid aside.
From battles fierce we take our hardwon rest.
And through it all, when hottest is
the fight,
Will come to strengthen us most noble thoughts,
All-sour pervading,
thoughts
of
Trinity.
'Twas she who taught her fostersons to strive.
·Through her we came to know who
Honor is,
Her precepts followed, sacred kept
her love,
In trials stern one face shall e'er be
dear,
·One form the hearts of warriors commands,
With love of father watched he o'er
his lads.
Oft-times he suffered pain and sickening dread
Lest, seeking pastures strange, one
wandered far,
And in enjoyment of sensations new
Forgot the road which manly men
have trod.
But now's the time! Let's up. Let's
to the fight!
The prai e of men of glory will be
heard
Re-'echoing in the hall!! of Trinity
Through all the ages that she nobly
stands
The class poem, read by Edward M.
And gives the world her sons as time
Schortmann of Providence, follows:
demands.
In thoughts of peace and blessed calm
The class statistics were read by
was wont
To rove the student who in days of Henry W. Valentine, of Hartford.
old
•
He gave the class records~ prejuWandered midst happy dreams of men dices, and failings in a breezy and
and lands
Whose past so dim gave new en- humorous address.
chantment to his joys.
The athletic and "Tripod" awards
We too, have had our heavenly tranwere next made. Gold footballs were
quil strolls
·
In woods of Arcady where stately awarded to three men who had played
grow
on the football team during their enThe trees, so softly waving, gently
tire four years of college.
They
·
calling
To gracious cheerfulness we know for were Myron . R. Jackson of Norwich,
Harry W. Nordstrom of Brooklyn,
~mrs.
Not so for long: the Fates declared a
and Edward M. Hyland, Jr., of Utica,
lot
N.
Y. The men who were awarded
Far different. Jove loosed his flar"T" certificates for winning their leting bolts.
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ter at baseball during the past season were R. E. Nordlund of Hartford,
Nelson A. Shepard of Portland, Robert G. Reynolds of Glastonbury, E.
D. Racine of BristoJ, C. E. Cram of
Hartford, J. A. Nichols of Windsor,
Harold V. Lynch of Ocean City, N. J.,
R. G. Bruce of Berlin, Leslie L. Curtis of Knapp Creek, N. Y., Donald
E. Puffer of Waterbury, manager.
"T" track certificates were awarded the following men for winning
eight or more points during the past
season: Arthur M. Goldstein of Hartford, F. Paul Easland of Hartford,
Melville Shulthiess of Hartford, R.
M. Ransom of Windsor, V. W. Clapp
and Richard W. Wys.e of New York
City, manager.
"aTa" certificates were awarded to
eight men who won one or more and
less/ than eight points during! the
track season. These men were Samuel Edsall of Minneapolis, Minn.; E.
R. Hungerford of New Britain; Harry
W. Nordstrom of Brooklyn; F. H.
Ameluxen of Hartford; Caleb A.
Harding of Hartford; Algernon S.
Johnson of Waterbury; Frederick L.
Bradley of New York City, and Herbert Pressey of Portland, Me.
Five men received gold keys for
work pel'formed on the "Tripod", the
college paper, as follows: Melv.ille
Shulthiess of Hartforo, Evald L.
Skau of Hartford, Harmon T. Barber
of Hartford, Vincent ·E. Potter of
Burnside, Herbert Pressey of Portland, Me.
President Flavel S. Luther made
the award of the GeQJrge Sheldon
McCook trophy for the classes of
1918 and 1919, as no award was made
at the Class Day exercises a year ago.
This trophy is awarded annually to
the best all-round athlete in the
graduating class. .Myron R. Jackson,
of Norwich, received the award in
the class of 1918, and Harry W. Nordstrom in the class of 1919. Both men
are prominent footbaJl players and
Nordstrom was also a member of the
track team.
Everett N. Sturman, of Hartford
served the roll of class prophet. He
recounted the future of the class in
a humorous manner.
The Class Day oration was delivered by Major Philip J. McCook, 1895,
of New York. He was prominent in
draft work in New York City and
later, as a major in the United States
Army, was wounded at Verdun. Major McCook's address was upon Germans and Americans. He said the
German people were not repentant;
they were merely sorry for strategic
and tactical mistakes, which they did
not propose to repeat. He said there
was no reason to suppose that this
state of mind would change "during
the lives of any of us here present."
"The Germans are among the most
industrious and persistent people in
the world," said Major McCook.
"Their industry impres.sed me more
than any quality which I saw abroad.
Their soldiers were never idle a moment. Trenches destroyed by our artillery fire were repaired before we
could take advantage of the fact unless we moved quickly. Their dugouts and shelters welre models of
thoroughness. They realized that success depends on being laborous, and
they performed the labor.

"At the rate•of progress they were
making in 1914, through sheer industry and persistence, it looked as
though nothing could keep them in
another quarter century from controlling the world by peaceful means.
After two years we have not yet
worked out the ramifications of their
burrowings and tunnelings in our
own country. Mexico and Souvh
America are still full of their agents,
who are prepared to do business at
the old stand.
"We have learned that while Germany believes in war, it is part of a
business program. If she ever makes
war on us again we shall probably
find that she bas once more done at
least half the· work before fighting
begins.
"In this connection I recommend to
you a careful readi~ of the report
made to Congress by Attorney General Palmer, formerly alien property
custodian. He sketches the history
of the chemical industry in this country and shows that at the beginning
of this war the Germans bad a monopoly on i,t. He states how they
obtained that mon<>IJoly by the most
extraordinary organization at home,
by dumping, underselling and bribery
methods.
"No wonder they 'Wanted and obtained a monopoly·. This is only one
example of the dangers from which
we have suffered by German methods,
and of the things which we must
provide against in the future, if we
are to escape ruin of our industries
one by one, with a possibility of final
catastrophe.
"We are the most peaceable of all
nations, but in our one hundred and
forty-three years of existence we have
fought six substantial wars, not
counting our brief naval skirmish
with Napoleon and fights with the Indians. Four of them have been
against foreign nations, the last two,
one of the greatest of all and the
other highly important in our world
relations, were separated by less than
twenty years. I understand the President does not claim that the League
of Nations, if we have one, will prevent war. Yet we are already beginning to ihear the old chorus, singing
that war is unnecessary, that preparation for war is an invitation to war,
and -that the Germans are a quiet and
defenceless people, after all.
"I am not going ·to discuss armaments or preparedness. I simply
wish to remind you that we have discovered since 1914 a curious coincidence-that a pacifist has for some
reason too much sympathy with the
German cause. ManYJ pacifists of
the earlier time Were later shown to
be disloyal; the others were plain materialists.
It was almost inevi.t able
that they should be in sympathy with
the Germans, the greatest materialists of the world. Men like these
also we must continue to watch. Do
not let them cloud the issue. There
are worse things· than death, wounds,
hunger, cold and nakedness. Standing here in the shadow of the walls
which sheltered Walton Danker and
Harry Hayward, and all the others
who fell for you and me, let us solemnly resolve to stand ready on this
thing for the sake of our country
and theirs·, and not to forget
(Continued on page 8.)

SEC'Y LANE DELIVERS ADDRESS
(Continued from page 1.)
made the first no-stop flight across
the Atlantic. These two accounts, he
said, were a contrast between the
spirit of war and the spirit of peace.
He stated that be did not know the
meaning of the sinking of the fleet,
If Germany did it out of a spirit of
arrogance, he said, there is sti.ll another day of reckoning .to come. "If
in sinking the fleet she has sunk forever the spirit of Von Tirpitz and
'spurlos versenkt', then it will be well
for the world if she can substitute
Goethe for Von Tirpitz and Neitsche.
Then the day will be a · glad one for
the world. This world", he said, "has
made up its mind that wilfulness
and arbitrariness shall no longer be
mas-ters." Secretary Lane said that
he was in England when the first
flight over the Channel was made.
Now, he said, Alcock and Brown have
flown from Newfoundland to Ireland.
This is an adventure and one of peace.
The significance of the headline in
the morning's paper, he said, did not
lie in the fact that these men had
flown over the Atlantic or divided
the prize money. Thel .s ignificance
was in the fact that each of these
men had taken $20,000 of the $50,000
for himself and bad voluntarily given
$10,000 to the men who had built the
plane, thus recognizing that work.
The greatest problem today is keeping alive the qualities these two men
showed, adventure and skill, and the
quality they recognized in the builders of the plane-work.
All civilization, said the speaker,
comes from a combination of these
three. "We give too little credit to
those who gave their work. All civilization since the time Adam and Eve
were expelled from the Garden of
Eden is a march of these three qualities of adventure, skill and work.
These three qualities must be stimulated together, that civilization may
continue, and we stimulate them by
recognizing them." Had Adam and
Eve remained in the Garden of Eden,
the speaker said, the world would
stiJl be a chaos today. But they were
me't by challenges from nature, and
all there is in the world today is a
result of the challenge to work, to
skill and to adventure.
"What is there for us to do in this
land today to carry on the challenge?
We have proven we can fight and
are willing to fight." Secretary Lane
said the American people see challenges and take them becaus.e it is
through acceptance of challenges that
the country has advanced. He said
that there will always be problems in
the world and we must not despair
because the world looks black. He ~
called despair a philosophy of the
past. America's philosophy, he said,
was one of hope. The spirit of America is not one of arrogance that the
sinking of the fleet may mean. The
American spirit is one of real courage. It indicates a consideration and
regard for the other man as was
shown by the spirit in which the aviators divided the prize money.
He pointed out Russia, an industrial and economic wreck, because of
an attempt to create a society made
up entirely of people from below.
"It can't be done," he said.
"The
greatness of democracy is that the
man below has an opportunity :to

5
come up." He characterized democracy as a mixture. He said that we
in America long for a better day, but
do not expect it at once, because we
know that the day of miracles is passed, and we know that the better day
must come slowly. Whatever is constructive, according to Secretary
Lane, comes slowly. "Do not cherish
the idea that we shall have a millennium," he warned.
"We are kept
alive by constant probleins that are
to be overcome."
ALUMNI LUNCHEON.
One of the most important events
of Commencement week took place
on Saturday morning in the form of
the annual luncheon of Trustees•, alumni, and friends of the college, in
Alumni Hall. At this gathering the
farewell of the college to Dr. Luther
was fol'ffially made, and his reply received.
At this meeting also, the
name of Professor Henry Augustus
Perkins as president pro tern of the
college was announced.
This was considered to be the most
successful Alumni Luncheon ever
held. Besides the Trustees and the
guests of honor there were over t.wo
hundred alumni present.
The hall
was decorated with American flags
and draped with the college colors
for the occasion and an orchestra
played selections during the luncheon.
Colonel W;illiam E. A. Bulkeley,
'90, of Harlford, as president of the
Alumni Association, presided. .Governor Marcus H. Holcomb of Connecticut was the guest of honor, as
well as Judge William S. Case, Colonel Calvin D. ,Cowles, Bliss Carman,
the poet, and others who received
degrees on MQnday. Other speakers,
besides Governor Holcomlb, were
President Flavel S. Luther, Judge Edward L. Smith of Hartford, William
E. Curtis of Middletown, and Judge
Joseph Buffington of Pittsburgh.
Governor Holcomb, when inw oduced as one of the greatest waY-governors of Connecticut, spoke albout colleges in connection with the war that
is just past, and with t!fe internal
conflict now going on. ll!e pointed
out the great part played by Connecticut men and Connecticut college men
on the fighting line. Then he called
attention to outbreaks like those at
Yale, Waterbury, Ansonia, and Naugatuck. "If we are going to continue this government as a self-government," he said, "then you college
men must remember that there is
just as much call for your individual
service now as during the war. There
is something for every American to
do individually-to see that America
is Americanized. If I had my way
with those Bolsheviki and anarchists
I'd either hang them or deport them
-preferably I'd hang them and then
deport them."
After Governor · Holcomb's address,
Wmiam E. Curtis, speaking for the
Board of Trustees, announce.d the appointmeyt of Professor Henry Augustus Perkins as president pro tern of
the college. He also announced that
Professor Perkins had accepted the
position. He stated that the Trustees had made provision for substantial increases in the s-alaries of the
faculty, for which the funds had been
subscribed lby the trustees.
Judge Joseph Buffington then read
the following resolution passed by
(Continued on page 9.)
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"NOW THEN TRINITY"
Several times during the pa·st year
"The Tripod" has printed letters
from Profes'Sor George 0.' Holbrooke, a
Trinity alumnus of the class of '69.
Professor Holbrooke has for several
years been doing mi~sionary work of
a most necessary sort in Hyderabad,
Deccan, India. His letters tell of the
tremendous amount of desolation left
by the war, poVlerty, and disease, due
to ignorance in India. In order to
start the collection of a purse to be
sent Professor Holibrooke, to help
him in his work, "The Tripod" has
receiv.ed a gift of $10 fr<>m the Rev.
C. A. Hamilton of New York. It is
hoped that his classmates, and his
friends among the alumni will make
an effort to add to thi's sum. "The
Tripod" would be glad to reeeive
such contributions from Trinity men,
or from any charity organization interes-ted in missionary work in India.
PROF. HOLBROOKE WRITES OF
HIS WORK IN INDIA.
" 'The Tripod' and the college have
been very kind and generous• to our
Telugu Mission at Vikarabad, Deccan, India, and we are deeply grateful. Their generosity has not been
in vain. We now have a Christian
community of 32,586 souls, living better lives under the direction of 108
pastors and their Bible women wives.
Each past<>r directs a circle of several
villages, developing
and educating
them, teac~ing tho creed aond the
hymns, which are ra'Pid~y 1earned,
even by non-Christian's, on account of
their beauty, and float from hut to
but like winged sermons. They repeat them rising up and going to
bed, working .and traveling.
They
abstain from toddy and narcotics and
become more prosperous.
Heathendom forbids all future hope, teaches
transmigration and immorality and
reduces a family, by caste, to collec-tive wages of eight cents a day.
"Starvation produces plagues; and
their devotion to the Allied cause
created epidemics which in two
months caused the death of over 30,000 souls·, aceording to the "Wall
Street Journal." Our Hospital, un-

der Dr. and Mrs. Linn and their assistants, affords the only medical and
surgical relief within a radius of fifty
miles. They · teach disinfection and
sanitation and establish Christian
family relations; employ vaccination
and innoculation, and deliver the perishing race from the dread and propitiation of plague demons. Through
fear of them the people :a re subject
to bondage all their lives. The hospital is a large and beaubifril one.
The wards and porticoes were crowded during the epidemic with the dead
and dying.
Dr. and Mrs. Linn almost perished by the oontagion.
They are beloved throughout the region, and his skill as a surgeon seems
amazing to the people; but nothing
effects them so much as his serene
benevolence. He writes• appealingly
for medicines and appliances. The
assistants, devoted and skillful, tour
the region and attend preaching services, relieving and vaccinating those
who will, and the people dare to re·
ceive innoculation in spite of the
dread of breaking caste.
Their experience -in the war is convincing returning soldiers of the wisdom and
mercy of the Creator and His laws
in nature; of the misery of caste
bondage andl of the possilh\1lity of
freedom in Christ."

"The workmen ought in some form
to be offered opportunity to invest on
favorable terms in the business inaugurated by the employer.
This
encourages thoughtful attention and
endeavor to economize and save. It
makes the wage earner an actual
partner in the business of the concern with which he is associated; a
real capitalist.
Many of the wage
earners have heretof<>re become property owners, owning the houses• in
which, with their families, they reside. Some are the holders of inte-rest bearing securities. The number of this character of investors is
increasing. . They have as keen a desire to see the institutions of this
country protected as those who have
greater riches, and they may be relied upon to lend their influence and
their votes in favor of the protection
of property and person. Opportunity must be given t<> the workmen to
increase their pecuniary holdings· so _
far as practicable. To this end I
believe the employers ;will do their
par't.
"Every employe should have the
chance to progress from one position
to another depending upon his merits .
The average workman does not wish
to remain in the lower grades of employment or to bring to this level
others filling better po'Sitions. · He
NINETY-THIRD COMMENCEMENT desires full and fair opoprtunity to
(Continued from page 4.)
occupy higher and still higher places,
portance. When there is a well based on efficiency and faithfulness.
grounded doubt in re~ard to wage This he is entitled to and it must be
rates it Should be res-olved in favor
acoorded him.
of the empl·oye.
"Whenever we find the families of
"Of equal consequence is the safety manufacturing workmen living in
and ·health, .moral, mental and physi- clean houses, surrounded by beautical, of the employe, and so far as ful and thrifty gardens, together
practicable, his family, if he has any. with .the privileges of good schools
Safety appliances, the best and most and satisfact<>ry churches, we may.
modern, should be installed and main- be certain the shops and mills are
tained in every line of employment well managed and maintained in gooa
which presents dangers to the person. order. WJ:J.at is here advocated apMedical, surgical, and hospital facili- plies more particularly to large manties should be adequate.
Sanitary ufacturing ooncerns; but the idea
arrangements should be as near per- should extend to every line of emfeet as business conditions permit. ployment. A
cheerful,
contented
Approved systems f-or voluntary re- workman is a consolation and a vallief in case of accident, and pensions uable !llsset to the employer and to
in case of old age or other disability, the State. He is essential to continshould be in foree. Habitable work- uous prosperity. It is the recognized
ing quarters and homes, vegetable duty of the employer of today, as• it
and flower gardens, schools, churches, is his pleasure, generally speaking at
parkS!, wholesome amusements and least, t-o do his part in seeuring this
exercises, should be provided; and in kind of labor.
:£act everything practicable in the
"We may not expeet perfection in
management of business affairs, from
economic enterprise and management;
the highest sense of propriety and
perhaps we ·s hall not see · universal,
obligation should be available.
In
uninterrupted tranquility, even in this
times of great temporary stress the
highly civilized, progressive and prosemploye or his family <>ught not to
perous country; but we shall not witbe permitted to suffer fur lack of the
ness demoralization, revolution or
necessities of life. It pays big, in
retrogradation.
dollars and cents, for the employer
"Those who claim that large numto maintain working conditions which
are beneficial t<> the health· and the bers of workmen in this country
could be indll(!ed to participate in any
disposition of the employe.
"While it is not the purpose of this attempt to override law or order, misaddress to discuss the temperance judge and under11ate them. . The
questions, I venture to remark in great majority are opposed; and of
passing, that it is decidedly for the this majority there are in control the
interest <>f the laboring men, and all young men and the young women;
others for that matter, whether th e.y the pride and the security of the nawork with their brains or hands, or tion.
"During the recent stu'Pendous miliboth, to ab'Srt;ain ~om the use of
alcoholic stimulants. They will be tary conflict there were in the emmore successful in life, financially ploy of one large corporation and its
and otherrwise; better citizens, moral- subsidiaries about 300,000 wage earnly and mentally; of higher standing ers. The greater part were foreign
and greater influence; more content- born; thousands upon thousands (}f
ed and happier. Temperance means them fr-om the central countries of
fewer hospitals, almshouses· and pris- Europe. They were appreeiative of
the dispos·i tion of their employers t<>
ons; less suffering and misery.

treat them justly and in accordance
with high standards of business principles. They were efficient, faithful
and loyal. The manufacturing works
were maintained in continuous operation throughout the war and supplied
a large and impodant part of the
material needed for the military necessities of the United States and its
associates. These workers subscribed
liberally to the Liberty Loans and
many of them contributed to the war
relief campaigns.
Here was a magnificent exhibition of reciprocal sentiment and industrial cooperation. It
was a demonstration that labor in
this country is intelligent and honest
in thought and performance; and that
it may be depended upon t<> actively
assist in the maintenance of good •
government.
·"The labor question at present is
engross·ing the attention of students
and will continue to do so with predominant importance after the conferences at P!llris are concluded. The
workingmen have been credited with
worthy achievement or charged with
lawless and d:estructi~ tendencies,
perhaps in both respects in unjustified mea'Sure. The final attitude of
the large majority, certainly in .the
United States, will be right. Their
own welfare will be thus promoted.
"But public sentiment, based on
facts, developed particularly by the
learned, thoughtful, fair minded, and
conscientious men and women who
are neither capitalists n<>r laborers in
the sense intended by what has been
said, will have, in the future, more
influence upon the situation than ever
before; and the attitude of the .e mployers towards employes, if it shall
be such as I have indicated it ought
to be, will be a potent factor for
good.
"In the front ranks of great and
good and successful men and women
will be seen the college graduates.
Much depends upon them; and they
will meas•ure up to their obligations
and opportunities."
The honorary degrees were then
conferred as follows•:
Master of Arts, H onoris Causa.
Calvin Duvall Cowles, Hartford, C<>nn.
George Seymour Godard, Hartford,
Conn.
Doctor of Music, Honoris Causa.
Ar.thur Foote, Boston, Mass.
Doctor of Letters, Honoris Causa.
Bliss Carman, New Canaan, Conn.
Doctor of Science, Honoris Causa.
William Bowie, Providence, R. I.
Frederick Perry Fish, Brookline, 1\llass.
Franklin Knight Lane, Washington,
D.C.
Doctor of Laws, Honoris Causa.
William Scoville Case, Hartford, Conn.
Percival Wood Clement, Rutland, Vt.
Thomas · Garrigue Masaryk (in absentia), President of the CzeehoSlov-ak Republic.
Elbert Henry Gary, New York, N.Y.
Clarence Ran'Som Edwards, Boston,
Mass.
Doctor of Divinity, Honoris Causa.
Charles Otis Scoville, New Haven,
Conn.
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BACCALAUREATE SERMON.
At Christ Church Cathedral on
Sunday evening, Dr. Luther preached
bis final baccalaureate sermon to the
members of the classes of 1918 and
1919.
This was Dr. Luther's las.t
public appearance of the college
campus as president of the college,
and the church was crowded with
townspeople.
The graduating classes entered immediately in the rear of the choir
with College Marshal Harold . V.
Lynch at their head. They passed
down the north aisle and up the centhe aisle to the seats reserved for
them. Behind them marched the faculty, led by Dr. Arthur Adams. All
the graduatiJ?g men and faculty were
in academic robes, with the exception
<>f Dr. Frederick W. Carpenter, who
was in the procession in his Red
Cross uniform.
Dr Luther's baccalaureate sermon
dealt largely with the probJ.ems which
the country faces today and suggested
.education as a remedy. Through the
part directed to the graduates themselves there was a touching tone of
sadness.
"For they that say such things dedare plainly that they seek a country."
"Yes; a 'country'; a national home,
a fatherland.
The ordinary reader
pictures a patriarch moving across
great spaces, seeking a dwelling
place for himself, his family, and for
the nation of which he believes he is
destined to be the founder. Then we
remember how universal has been this
impuls-e to search for new countries.
We think of those waves of humanity
that, before the d,awn .of iltisTtory!,
rolled across the continents, enduring
hardships, fighting with fierce enemies, driven by the spur of patriotism. From Abram, leaving his own
country and kindred, divinely guided
to a new land, down to 'the fortyniner' first seeking gold and then
building up a commonwealth, we see
one single impulse, one driving spirit,
and the same visions are in the souls
of the vast multitude of all nations,
that have sought here a better country.
"Today, my fellow citizens, we also
seek a country. As the world staggers back to sanity and sobriety after
the madness of awful strife and a
drunkenness of fury, each nation, and
ours especially, sets itself to consider
new things, . to build a new country,
greater and nobler than the old. Let
us highly resolve that .our dead shall
not have died in vl!in; that our own
Trinity dead, collegiate brothers of
these Senior classes here tonightclasses that themselves offered to pay
the final price of progress-these,
our own dead, .shall not have died in
vain. They have averted the greatest calamity that ever menaced humanity. They have secured the noblest opportunity for a great forward
movement ever offered to the children
of men. They have made Germany
harmless, for a time at least. Let
us not fail them. Let us, ourselves,
make America more worthy of their
sacrifice.
"Let me s·peak earnestly in behalf
of nationalism as contrasted with internationalism. Whether or not we
presently advance toward a 'federation of the world,' national identity
national solidarity, national pride and
patriotism must not die.
National

consciousness is no more a bar to international federation than individual
consciousness is a bar to organized
cooperation. Is a man a worse citizen because he reveres his mother as
the best of all women? Take out of
the human soul that element which
expresses itself in national patriotism
and there will be left a poor 'lot of
discrete aggregations, not worth combining into a world organism.
"In Eu1"0pe nations seem to be
crystalizing in racial units almost
regardless of natural frontiers·.
"Here at home, whatever our internal racial friction we are really
'e pluribus unum', our many races
coalesce into a united whole: No one
ca11 read the names of our soldiers
dea d and fail to see that those who
late!~' sought in Ameri<:a a country
have found it, and have made it their
own. The peace which shakes Europe
apart must shake America together.
And this is one of several reasons
why, with the best of good-will, it is
and must be difficult for Europe and
America to understand each other
and to work together.
"It is perhaps for this cause that
many lovers of this land are wondering whether it would not have
been bett er for our allies and ourselves, if after victory we had declined to participate in negotiations
for the re-adjustment CYf national affairs in Europe. We and our allies
are unlike. We may have interpreters between men of different
tongues. Who can interpret to each
other different souls?
"However, it is our immediate duty
to seek a country for our own old age,
and for our posterity. In 1916 we
were prosperous, content, but sordid
and selfish. We were becoming an
illiterate people. We were losing the
capacity for indignation.
We were
selling our national soul for money.
Before all other things, we prayed to
be kept out of war, even at the price
of dishonor and shame. Worse than
all, we let lines of cleavage run between classes and shut our eyes to
the swelling hostility of employes
toward employer-that terrible menace which has reached across the gulf
of war and today terrifies the world
and threatenes civilization itself..
This thing must not exist in the country that we seek. Before we find the
fair land which we are seeking, we
must for all time put out of life those
malign influences .which we call Bolshevism and 'I. W. W.ism.' The movement is absurd, subversive of human ·
lights-grounded in ignorance and
nourished by hate.
"It must be conceded that the attitude of many employers, toward those
who are significantly called their
'hands', has not generally been that
of sympathetic brotherhood. We have
been careless of the welfare of others. We have acquired riches through
the toil of little children and feeble,
over-worked women. We have distributed stock-dividends from the excess value of human labor above
wages. The indictment might be extended. Much of this evil is being
corrected, but its effects are with us
still and we must begin our re-organization with the penitent word.s,
'nostra culpa.' What can we do no.w?
Perhaps a new law or two might
help. Say, a law for deportation of
undesirable, unnaturaliz.ed aliens and
a law forbidding those not citizens

from holding real estate.
"But society cannot be made whole
by legal machinery alone, however ingenious and efficient.
Society is
made up of individuals and no system
jgnOl ing the individual, no system,
however complete, which regards the
IT'.an as nothing more than a cog in
the machine, can long endure. Germany has tried it.
And 'Made in
Germany' as a label on national organizations is not a recommendation.
"The road to the better country lies
through our schools and colleges.
I
doubt whether anyi.hing will greatly
change the attitude of the men, rich
and poor, who threat11n the overturn
of organized society. W,e may and we
will protect ourselves against them.
Stern ·repression, detection of criminals and punishment of crime, the
coiY'mon sense of the common people
working through existing legal machinery will preserve us for a while.
But, if the new country is indeed to
be a heavenly country, we and our
successors must speedily cut off thls
c;vil at its source. The moral and intellectual sanitation of America, with
much of its physical sanitation, depends upon the schools. Parents have
handed over their children to the
teachers with a confidence that outruns the present competence of instructors and the possibilities of present schools. To this must be added
the glaring inadequacy of many parents, perhaps of a majority of them.
"M:any things must be changed if
we are really to have schools out of
which shall come young men and women .with high ideals, of citizenship
and high power for civic duty. W.e
require the pupil to be in school about
one-sixth of his waking hours from
early childho6d until 14 years of age
-in some cases until 16. We offer
opportunity for more ·schooling but
we do not demand it. Thus far we
have done little to ensure universal
physical training. We are jus·t beginning to deal with the vast problems of hygie~e and nutrition, and
public schools are\ not su:fficient1y
concerned with moral and ethical
training. The nation cannot. fulfill
a high destiny while we dawdle and
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quarrel, or if in our own state we
a!lo\y our educational system to become a punching-bag for political
partisans.
"Such schools as we must have will
cost a great deal of money-two or
three times as much as we now expend. Such schools, at work many ·
moro hour s and months than now, requiring attendance till the pupil is at
least 18 years old, imply a vast expenditure. They imply such competent instructors that . ordinary decency will dictate great increase in
the salaries. But if we really care
for the country of so many hopes and
prayers we must sacrifice for these
schools more than we have hitherto
been willing to offer.
.
"What shall be taught in school?
I shall not try to answer this question in detail. But those w}lo CQmplete the public curriculum must have
more certainly than is now the case,
strong enduring bodies; minds stored
with the rudiments of knowledge and
capable of logical thought, an individuality conscious of itself, willing
to sacrifice itself for the commQn
good but not to lose itself in forced
subordination. Yet further, the youth
of the immediate future must be at
least partly trained to do some work
necessary to be done~this for his
own salvation and the salvation of the
nation; while he· shall clearly perceive that the .material •t hings in hu·
man life are of but small importance
as compared with spiritual things.
"Above the schools, stand colleges
and universities open to many criticisms like thos·e which I have implied
in considering the schools. Just now
they alsQ feel a sense of coming
change, a premonition of new duties
and responsibilities.
Here also are
those who are mindful of the country
from whence they came out and would
fain return thereto. Many professors
and trustees, many alumni, are above
all things anxious to get back, to restore the conditions which existed in
that time already mythical, the time
befme the war. .I do not believe that
this can be done. I do not believe
that most of us would be willing that
this should be attempted. The col-

Left to right-Judge Elbert H. Gary, Major-General Clarence R. Edwards,
Secretary of the Interior Franl:lin K. Lane .
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leges must do more work, taking
more time for it; must exact a deeper
reverence for knowledge and a l<fftier
conception of duty. The history and
policy of our own and other nations
must be visualized by students as never before. The vaporing of false
prophets and the foolishness of ignorant oratory must be exposed.
"My dream of .A!merica, is of a thing
beautiful. I see a land fair and vast,
peopled by men strong, industrious,
wise; by women all womanly in ideals
and practices; by children taught of
the Lord and each generation better
than its parents. I see America in~
juring no nation, fearing no nation;
slow to wrath, resistless in battle. I
see America purged of internal fever;
an America where justice to rich and
poor alike is universal, from which
·the Bolshevist and the profiteer alike
are banished. An America where one
language is . spoken, one fundamental
faith professed, one God-the God of
the nation.
"Men of 1918 and of 1919"There is high authority for the
statement that in the better dayS> old
men shall dream dreams and young
men shall see visions.
So I seem
to be playing a young man's part, for
I have indulged in visions, in a forecast of what may be, of what shall
be, if prayer be of high avail. Yet
the old and the young have much in
common The tints of sunset and of
dawn differ but little. At the close of
life we blush while thinking of our
failures and in youth we flush with
high purpose and flaming aspiration.
The colors are not unlike. Yet otherwise may we come together.
For
you are thinking of what you will do
and we olders are thinking what we
would do if we had another earthlife to live. If then our thoughts can
mingle, if they are similar, perhaps
we who cannot help · you to do may
help you think. At worst, you may
learn from our example how not to do
it. Happy are we if we have done
some things well, if at all we are
worthy of imitation. This pride at
least you cannot take from us-we
and those like us trained the men who
won the war in the final test.
"In talking of the country which
we seek I have spoken mainly of
schools and colleges-not an impropriety perhaps on an occag,ion like
this. Most of you are through with
schools and teachers.
"But there is no task in life which
does not at its best, call .for self-consecration, for loyalty, for the upbul.lding of a . nobler America.
"There are two classes here. Part
of you would have sat in these seats
a year ago had you not offered yourselves a willing sacrifice, begging the
chance to suffer. Do not think that
you have lost a year. You have made
one year sacred.
"And many of you who tomorrow
will be graduated, and who joined us
only four years since, nevertheless
found time to be trained for whatever
of service in war our country would
accept. Together you all go forth to
determine the future of this nation.
You are "entering upon troublous
times. Be strong, patriotic, self-forgetful. I need not tell you to be
brave. Trinity is proud of . you.
Trinity believes in you. And if, indeed, the spirits of the dead perceive
what is done on earth, then Washington and Lincoln and soldiers of early
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wars, the· statesmen of many generations, those of your brothers over
whose d~ad bodies the poppies blossom, yes, and we others who must
die unseeing what your hands shall
presently have wrought-this cloud of
witnesses will hold you in full survey, praying and trusting that you
prove worthy of the great republic
and of the high vocation to :which you
are called.
"And so farewell . May God be
with you all your days and receive
you at last in his eternal kingdom."
ELECTION OF TEAM CAPTAINS.
After the picture of the Track
Team, taken on the steps of Northam
Towers on June 12, elections were
held for the captain of the Track
Team for next season. Rollin Main
Ransom, an athlete from Windsor,
Conn., was chosen by a unanimous
vote to succeed Frank R. Fox, the
retiring captain. Ransom has been a
consistent winner this· year in three
events, the pole vault, the 100-yard
dash and the quarter-mile dash. He
was also the only member of the
sophomore class to win his letter this
season.
Elections for captain of baseball to
succeed Harold Lynch, the present
captain, were held at the end of the
eighth inning of the Middlebury
game on June 14. James A. Nichols
of Windsor, Conn., was elected to the
position: Nichols has been playing
a good game in center field and later
at third base, during the season. His
batting average is also a good one.
James E. Breslin, ex-lieutenant in
the United States Army, and, decorated for bravery by the United States,
French, and Italian governments, has
been elected captain of the Trinity
College football team for next fall.
Breslin, who was an undergraduate
at Trinity when he entered the military service, has an enviable reputation on the football field as well as
on the battlefields of Europe. He
was captain and played center on the
Princeton freshman team the year
before he entered Trinity, and later
held down the center position on the
Blue and Gold eleven for two years.
He was a member of the famous
team of the fall of 1916 that inflicted
a defeat on Wesleyan and held Brown
to a scoreless tie. The following
year, when the Trinilty team was
playing a rather unsuccessful season,
Breslin played rings around his in~
dividual opponents. Breslin was in
France for about a ·year and one-half
with the Forty-second (Rainbow)
Division.
Provision was made in the election
that in case Bres.Jin decided not to
return to college following his absence of two years, Edward M. Hyland, Jr., of Utica, N. Y., will be captain. Hyland has played in the backfield for four seasons and has been
one of Trinity's strongest football men
during his career here.
The Trinity eleven has s·ix contests
scheduled for next fall, including several very stiff opponents. The season opens with Princeton at Princeton
on October 4. The other games are
Connecticut Agricultural College at
Hartford, October 11; Amherst at
Hartford, October 18; Worcester
Tech. at Hartford, October 25; New
York University at New York, November 4, and Lafayette at Easton,
Pa., November 15.

CLASS DAY.

PHI BETA KAPPA MEETS.

(Continued from page 6.)
' 'Tis man's perdition to be safe
When for the truth he ought to
die.'
"When we speak of the duty not to
forget, heaven forbid that we resolve
also not to forgive. If we are Christians we must forgive-that is, the
sinner, not the sin. It is hard I
know-with the memory of those seven millions lives gone, those twenty
millions marked for life, those years
of agony past and to come. But the
American •p eople are kind, and they ,
are ready to forgive. The efficacy
of our forgiveness, however, will depend upon others than ourselves. The
old sound, eccles•i astical doctrine is
that no one may expect forgiveness
until there is evidence of restitution,
reparation and repentance. Restitution we are compelling a sullen Germany to make so far as she can.
Reparation she can never make. How
can she restore the lives she has destroyed, how can she wipe away the
tears that have flowed, how can she
appease the sufferings? She can
make a beginning, however. Repentance may yet come; if so, we shall
all welcome it.''
John F. Maher, Jr., of East Hartford, made the presentations•. Calling each member of the class in turn
to the speakers' platform, he handed
him a token in keeping with the recipient's most distinguished characteristics with a few fitting words.
Following the presentations the
class gathered in a circle and sang
"'Neath the Elms.''

Five New Members Elected.
The annual meeting of the Phi"
Beta Kappa Fraternity was held.
Saturday morning at 9.30 in the
Economics Room. Prof. J. J. McCook,
as vice-president, was in the chair
owing to the death of Rev. Dr. J. T.
Huntington.
Officers were elected
as follows: President, Dr. J. J ~
McCook, '63; vice-pres·ident, Dr. Frederick Harriman, '72; secretary, Dr.
Ar~hur Adams; treasurer, George L.
Cooke, '70.
The five new members initiated
into the society had been elected
the day before. They were Robert
S. Casey, '19; Irving E. Partridge,
'19; Nelson H. Adkins, '20; William
J. Cahill, '20; and Gustavus R. Perkins, '20.
Th~ee delegates were elected to represent the college at the triennial convention at Boston on September S
and 9. They were Dr. J. J. McCook,
Dr. Arthur Adams·, and the Rev.
William Beardsley.
A · committee
was also appointed to oversee the revival of the customary literary exercises of the society.
MEMORIAL .F OR DANKER.
At the annual convention of the
Episcopal diocese of Western Massachusetts, held last week in Worcester, it was voted to place a tablet
in Holy Trinity Church, Paris, as a
memorial to Chaplain Walton S.
Danker.
Chaplain Danker was a member of
the class of 1896 at Trinity.
He
was chaplain with rank of captain,
in the 104th Infantry, and was killed
in action on the Western front.
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ALUMNI LUNCHEON.
(Continued from page 5.)
the Trustees, an engrossed copy of
which was presented to Dr. Luther:
"At a meeting of the Board of
Trustees of Trinity College held at
Hartford, on the tenth day of January, 1919, the following resolution
was unanimously adopted:
"The Reverend Flavel Sweeten
Luther, LL.D., having , tendered his
resignation as president of the college, to take effect on July 1, 1919,
and the trustees having with deep re_gret accepted his resignation in compliance with his earnest request to be
relieved from the onerous duties inherent in that office, hereby formally
record their grateful appreciation of
his loyalty and devotion to the college and
the great service he has
"'!'endered to it as professor, president
-and Trustee, covering a period of
more than thirty-five years.
A graduate of the college in the
Cla'S& of 1870, Doctor Luther returned
to it to fill the chair o.f mathematics
and astronomy in 1883. In 1903 he
· became acting president, and in 1904
was elected president.
Under his
-wise, able and progressive leadership
the college has grown in strength and
numbers.
Its end{)wment has been
trebled and its educational work has
been greatly broadened and develop-

or

ed.
"While serving the college faithfully and well, ·he has also rendered
great public service in the city and
the state, and has brought the college into more intimate and sympathetic relations with the citizens of
Hartford. By his unique personality
and broad human sympathies he has
endeared himself alike to the students
the alumni, the faculty, the Trustees,
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and to the people of Hartford, and he
will carry into his retirement their
affection and regard.
"The Trustees express the earnest
hope that the relief from the arduous
duties of the presidency of the college will restore his health and that
he may enjoy for many years a wellearned rest."
Dr. Luther, in reply, stated his intention of keeping up his conneetion
with the college. "It has been the
greatest pleasure of my life," he said,
"to see the boys who have acquitted
themselves with so much distinction."
"I do not know one Trinity man who
sho.wed a streak of yellow." In his
talk Dr. Luther also urged voc·a tional
training in Trinity as in some Western colleges. His closing words
were, "I must say 'good-<bye.' I don't
like to. But to you all, alumni, honorari and friends, those of you who
are so familiar to me, to all of you
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I say 'Good-bye, God bless you'."
Other business transacted at the
alumni meeting was the report of a
commiitee acting on the appointment
of two Fellows to succeed William J.
Hamersley, '09, and H . N. Ohandler,
'09. The newly-elected Fellows are
Martin Taylor, '08, and Jerome P.
Webster, '10.
Charles A. Johnson,
Alumni Secretary, presented his report, and his work was very highly
commended by the alumni.
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The Trinity team outclassed in
BASEBALL
TEAM
FINISHES
these events, bid fair to overcome the
SEASON WITH VICTORY.
Since the last is-sue of "The Tripod" hand icap by their work in the disour baseball team has played four tance and weight events. Lack of
games, namely, the Wesleyan series, · men, however, was the seri·ous diffithe Amherst and the Middlebury culty in getting all three places in
games. The last and final g-ame of the distances, in which events the
the season was played on the home Hamilton team was weak. Goldstein
grounds on June 14, and resulted in and Ransom cleaned up first and
a victory for Trinity by a score of second place in the quarter-mile in a
beautiful run, and Clapp, the only
3 to 1.
Trinity
entry for the two-mile event,
In this game Trinity came into her
succeeded· in getting first place in
.()IWn, the team showing better form
and better team-work than in any the run.
Johnson and Harding were the
of the preceding games.
Shepard
dark
horses of the meet, but both of
pitched a fine game, allowing his opponents only five hits.
The team them came through, J ohnaon getting
and also the college body was in back second place in the mile run, and
Harding winning second place in the
of him.
high jump, as well as third place in
The scores of the o<thetr grumes
the high hurdle-s. Ransom, the quarwere as follows:
ter-miler and pole vaulter, would unAt Hartford, May 30, Wesleyan 8,
doubtedly have obtained first place
Trinity 4.
in the pole vault, if th·a t event had
At Middletown, June 6, Wesleyan
not come right after the quarter-mile.
9, Trinity 2.
The meet was also remarkable for
At Amherst, June 7, Amherst 11,
the fact that the college record for
'l;rinity 0.
the discus throw was broken by Edsall, who hurled the weight 110 feet
TRACK TEAM GOES TO
6 inches. The •b roken record was 109
HAMILTON.
feet 10 inches and was held by HudOn Decoration Day, May 30, the son, '14, who threw this di•s tance in ·
Trinity Track Team made its second 1914.
trip, thi·s time to Clinton, N. Y.,
The Trinity team as a whole· were
where a meet was held with Hamil- evidently not in the best condition,
ton College;, The latter won over bet'ter time-s having been obtained in
Trinity by a total of 85 to 41 points. . trials on the home track.
The meet was remarkable by the
complete walk-away made in three
events by the Hamiltonian athlete:;;.
In neither the 100-yart\ d:a-slh., the
220-yard dash, nor the broad jump,
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
did any ·of the Trinity men place.
In fact the time made in some of
191 Fairfield Ave., Hartford, Conn.
these events was better than that
done at the 1919 New England lntercolleg-iates at Boston.
Particularly
was this true of the 100-yard dash,
which was made in 10 seconds flat,
as a·g ainst 10 2-5 seconds, which was
the best time ~t the New England
lntercollegiates.
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CLERICAL CLOTHING.

COX ·SONS & VIN'ING

Brown,Thomson &Co.
Ha.rtford'• •howi"D cet~m

72 Madison Avenue, New y-ork.
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Table Study Lamps,
Toasters, Flatirons, Heaters,
Motors, Dynamos from $2.50 up.
"Eveready'' Flashlights
and Electric Novelties.

GREEN'S ELECTRIC STORE
24 STATE STREET, HARTFORD

& Company

Printing

FOR MANY YEARS OUR

COAL

has given life and comfort
to the halls of old Trinity
and its splendid Fraternity
Houses.
WE HANDLE THE
FINEST GRADES OF
COAL PRODUCED.

GEO. W. NEWTON
&SON
Office-65 PEARL

HIGH-GRADE
PRINTING OF ALL
DESCRIPTIONS

Hartford, Conn.
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COEBILL HATS
Are absolutely GUARANTEED te
wear to your entire satisfaction. A
New Hat or your Money Back at uy
time, if they don't.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS.

COOL?
Try ·a Horsfall
TROPICAL
SUIT
It's mighty trying on the nerves in
this weather to keep cool and collected
in anything but light, airy garments.
Horsfall Tropical Worsteds are maqe
to defy the heat. They come in light
colors and mixtures of Palm Beach
Cloth and Breezweve Cloth and cost'
only from $10 to $20.
Of course, we also show Suits of
Pongee Silk for the man who wants
the ultra in Hot Weather Clothes.
Call and see them.
Sport Coats and Flannel Trousers.
Athletic Underwear, Silk Shirts,
Soft Collars, Panama Hats.

40 Asylum Street

I

The Peterson Studio
84 7 Main Stre~t
Hartford, Conn.

J. R. Garland

Electric Equipment
for Rooms-

I

:Uomnlls
rT PAYS TO BUY OUR t<lttD

.,... ASYl~M 5'1.._..140 '1"ftUMBUU.Sit

THE TRIPOD .
ALUMNI NOTES.
1880
Robert Barclay, M. D., should ~
1!ddressed Humboldt Building, Grand
and Washington Avenues, St. Louis,
Mo.
1882
The business address of Frederick
P. Marble is 805-808 Sun Building,
Lowell, Masl:l.
1884
Hon. Lawson Purdy, LL.D., has
been elected vestryman of Trinity
Church of New York City.
1890
The ·c orrect address for Robert
McClelland Brady is 224 Iroquois
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Rev. Robert LeBlanc Lynch has
left Dorchester Center, Mass., and is
now at St. Jaimes' Rectory, Amesbury,
Mass.
1891
Wiliam H. Coster is located for the
coming summer at Winfield, Tenn.
He is iiJJterested in coal, timber and
oil lands there. His permanent address is care of Mr. Martyn K. Coster, 1414 Frick Building, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
1892
Thaddeus W. Goodridge at the pres-ent time is residing at 79 Sigourney
Street, Hartford, Conn.
1897
Captain Archibald M. Langford is
now at the U. S. Glneral Hospital
No. 16, New HaV'en, Conn.
1901
Martin W. Clement is now Superintendent Freight Transporta•t ion of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern
Lines, and should be addressed care
of that railroad at Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa.
1909
Ralph E. Cameron was promoted to
Lieutenant-Colonel and transferred
from his regiment to the Engineer
Purchasing Office in Paris.
His
present address is in care of that office, A. P. 0. 70~.
1912
Since his discharge from the army
in France, Bion H. Barnett has been
with the Red Cross in Greece, moSit

11

of the time on the Islands of Samos
and Mytelene (the ancient Patmos),
assisting the 40,000 refugees from
Asia Minor. He expects soon to be
ordered back to Paris. The home
address of Mr. Barnett is 735 Riverside Ave., J acksO'I'lville, Fla.
W. Ernest Steven was discharged
May 1 after nine months' service in
France as a private in Headquarters
Co., 303d Field Artillery. Present
address is 1115 Boulevard, Hartford.

in the U. S. Navy on transport duty.
His address is U. S. S. GreaJt Northern, care of Postmaster, New York.
Lieutenant Elmer Holbeck, teacher
and playground director of the Nor-thwest School, has accepted the post
of principal of the Milford Grammar
School. When the Armistice was
s·igned he was an instructor in an
officers' ·training c.amp at Camp Gordon, Georgia.

1916
The address of Raymond A. Bond
is 58 Eastern Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Baker,
The address of Charles
Jr., is 48 Evergreen Avenue, Hartford, Conn.
1919
Ensign Richard C. Buckley is- back

PROF. JAMES B. TUCKER.

:a.

Professor James R. Tucker of East
Hartford, died, on May 15, at his
home on Main Street. Professor
Tucker was noted for his personally
conducted tours throughout Europe

and the United States, and for his
connection with the high schools in
Connecticut.
Professor Tucker was born at Durham, December 14, 1856. He was
educated at Durham Academy, and
Yale University, class of '78. In
1900 he received the degree of M. A.
from Trinity, after 15 years spent as
teacher in various high schools. He
received the degree of Ph.D. in 1902
from the Arkansas Normal School.
For fourteen years he was principal
of the East Hartford High School.
He has conducted many successful
tours throughout this country and
Europe.

INFORMATION FOR FRESHMEN:
It's the Style to go to

MARCH'S BARBER SHOP
Room 1, Conn. Mutual Building.
Vibration Shampoo.
Manicure by Lady Attendant.

The Story of Your Study Lamp
I

F you were studying by an old smoky ·oil lamp and suddenly a
modem, sun-like MAZDA lamp were thrust into the room, the contrast
"Yould be dazzling. That instant would unfold the result of thirty
years' development, research and manufacturing in electric lighting.

741 Main Street

364 Asylum Street

And this development commer.ced with
Edison's first lamp-hand-made, when
electricity was rare.

IF you are feeling hungry, or want a
GOOD SMOKE, drop in at LOUIS
TULIN'S - 44 Vernon Street -

GO TO

The General Electric Company was a
pioneer in foreseeing the possibilities of
Edison's invention. Electric generators
were developed. Extensive experiments
led to the design and construction of
apparatus which would obtain electric
current from far-away waterfalls and
deliver it to every city home.

GILFORD
ELECTRIC CO.

With power lines well distributed over
the country, the use of electric lighting
extended. Street lighting developed from

The College Store
291 Asylum Street

EDISON·s
FIRST
LAMP

Hartford, Conn.

the flickering arc to the great white way.
Electric signs and floodlights made our
cities brilliant at night, searchlights
turned night into day at sea, and miniature lamps were produced for the
miner's headlight and automobile.
While the making of the electrical industry, with its many, many interests, was
developing, the General Electric Company's laboratories continued to improve
theincandescent lamp, and manufacturing
and distributing facilities were provided,
so that anyone today can buy a lamp
which is three times as efficient as the
lamp of a few years ago.

FOR
DESK LAMPS, SHADES AND
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.
Lamps

Lamps

Lamps

CALHOUN SHOW PRINT
DIGNAM & WALSH, Proprietors
POSTERS, PLACARDSBIG TYPE PRINTERS.

Also CALHOUN PRESS- Quality Job Printers
151 Aaylum Street, Hartferi.

General
G~neral

Office

Co

Electric
any

Schenectady, N.Y..
95 ·89 D
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· THE TRIPOD

MEN WHO ATTENDED TRINITY
CLASS REUNIONS.
COMMENCEMENT 1919, ACCORDReunion of "1823" Biggest and Best
ING TO CLASSES.
Ever.
1861-W. S. Cogswell.
The
feature
of
the Class Reunions
1863-Franci<s Goodwin, J. J. McCook.
held Saturday evening was a grand
1864--L. H. Wells.
reunion of the "Class of 1823." All
1868-Percival W. Clement.
1869-C. C. Barton, J. B. Cheshire, of the ~lumni who were not participating in .other reunions were inG. 0. Holbrooke.
1870-Arthur Brocklesby, P. S. Bry- ' vited to attend this reunion of the
. first class of Trinity College. This
ant, G. L. Cooke.
1871-T. H. Gordon, A. S. Murray, .Jr. is the second time that such a joint
meeting has been held to take the
1872-F. W. ·Harriman.
1875-Joseph Buffington, W. E. Cur- place of several smaller ones, where
the reguLar reunicm has not been
tis.
1876-H. H. Brigham, W. C. Skinner. planned. This was held at the Hartford Club. Judge Joseph Buffington,
1877-W. G. Mather.
one of Trinity's most distinguished
1879_:_S, G. Fisher.
1880-Lorin Webster, F. L. Wilcox. alumni, was the toastmaster for the
1882-C. E. Hotchkiss, G. D. Howell. occasion. Among the speakers were
1884-J. M. Brainard, F. E. Johnson, Trustee William G. Mather, 78, of
Cleveland, Ohio, and Colonel' W. S.
Lawson Purdy, E. S. VanZile.
1885-F. D. Lobdell, F. F. Rus·sell, Coggswell, '63, of New York.
The class of 1894 held its twentyRobert Thorne.
fifth
reunion at the University Club.
1886-G. E. Beers, E. B. Hatch.
The toastmaster was Solomon Stod1887-H. A. Pinney.
1888-L. W. Downes, J. P. Elton, W. dard of Kansas City. Other reunions
S. Hubbard, E. deF. Miel, W. F. . were the class of 1909 at the University Club; the class of 1908 at HeubMorgan.
lein's, and the classes of 1915 and
1889-R. H. Schutz, R. C. Tuttle.
1890-R. l\'lcC. Brady, W. E. A. Bul- 1916, also at Heublein's.
Ralph R. Bent, of Mohegan School,
keley, A. T. Gesner, J. S. Littell,
New
York, had charge of the reunion
J. B. McCook.
of 1915 and Edward Ellwell was
1891-A. C. Graves, I. K. Hamilton.
1892-E. A. Pressey, T. Welles Good- toastmaster for the class- of 1909.
Rufus C. Phillips, was in charge of
ridge, E. Kent Hubbard.
.
the first 1918 reunion.
1893-William Bowie, C. A. Lewis.
1894-E. S. Allen, George Ellis, L. I.
Belden, Solomon Stoddard.
1895-P. J. McCook, J. M. McGann.
G. Smeathers, E. T. Smi-th, Ul1896-Samuel Ferguson, Shiras Mordric Thompson, J·r ., Elliott L.
ris.
Ward.
1897-G. E. Cogswell, J. D. Flynn.
1914-F. E. Baridon, W. F. Borchert,
1898-W. M. Austin, H. J. Blakes·lee,
T. W. Dayis, T. C. Hudson, C. M.
A. L. Ellis, R. W. Gray, W. MeA.
Ingersoll, H. J. Roberts, L. 0.
Johnson, J. W. Lord, E. F. Watde Ronge, F. G. Stadtmueller, T.
erman, C. G. Woodward.
F. Wessels, , R. W. Woodward.
1899-W. H. Eaton, Cranston Bren1915-R. H. Bent, Hampton Bonner,
ton, C. B. Hedrick, E. G. Littell,
0. D. Budd, Jr., B. B. Bailey, F.
V. F. Morgan, Me~. B. Sutton,
G. Dorwart, S. H. Edsall, L. F.
A. D. Vibbert.
Jefferson, J. A. Mitchell, D. S.
1900-M. J. Brines, L. H. Burt, T. G.
Squire, H R. Hill.
Case, S. W. Coons, W. C. Hill,
J. G. Mcilvaine.
1916-C. H. Baker, Jr., F. B. Casta1901-M. W. Clemerut, F. H. Foss,
tor, R. L. Maxon, R. S. Morris,
F. S. Morehouse, J. A. Wales, A·.
J . G. N. Mitchell, E. T. Morgan,
T. Wynkoop.
C. P. Johnson, R. Z. Johnston,
1902-James Henderson, Karl P.
H. B. Thorne, F. P. Woolley, Jr.,
Morba.
E. G. Schmitt, R. 'B. O'Connor.
1903-H. D. Brigham, J. MeA. John1917-W.
lVI. Creamer, P. E. Fenton,
son, S. St. J. Morgan.
J E. Griffith, Jr., J. E. Bierck,
1904-B. Q. Morgan, W. G. Wherry.
T. B. Clement, R. T. J. Higgins,
1905-C. J. Harriman, C. E . .Jones,
F. L. Johns·on R. B. Ladd, E. G.
H. R. Mcilvaine, W. B. Roberts,
McKay, J. S. Gumme'I'e, J. H.
P. T. Welles.
Pratt, Jr., S. E. Squire.
1906-G. D. Bowne, Jr., Hill Burgwin,
W. S. W. Fiske, H. deW. deMau- 1918-H. A. Beers, Jos. Buffington,
riac, Owen Morgan.
Jr., E. R. Hampson, P. C. Hard1907-H. L. Thompson.
ing, W. S. Smy.th, J. M. Mitchell,
1908-Bern Budd, E. J. Donnelly, H.
J. H. Withington.
F. MacGuyer, H. B. Olmsted,
1919-R. C. Buckley, E. K. Roberts.
DeW. C. Pond.
1909-P. H. Barbom", H. N. Chand- 1920-T. J. Keating, Jr., M. I. Gurain.
ler, L. J. Dibble, G. E. Elwell,
F. T. Gilbert, L. G. Harriman,
W. A. Henshaw, W. H. Plant,
Paul Roberts, J B. Shearer, I. L. IF U · 4!Jii' . • - ..
Xanders.
1910-C. H. Bassford, G. C. Capen,
R. H. Merrill, C. B. Judge, J. A.
T. Sweet, J. P. Webster, R. L.
Wright.
1911-F. P. Carroll, T. J. Conroy, Jr.,
G. A. Feingold, A. E. Pulford,
Agent of A. G. Spaulding & Br011.
A. E. Rankin, J. H. Rosebaugh,
A. K. Smith, G. W. Stewart. .
1912-G. T. Bates, P. F. Herrick, J.
t3( CHAPEL STREET,
H. Humphrey, R. H. Segur.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
1913-R. L. Deppen, J. B. Moore, E.

L. E. BENNITT

Wales Advertising Co.

JAMES ALBERT WALES, '01

WM. RICH CROSS,

•o•

ADVERTISING in MAGAZINES and NEWSPAPERS
Selling Plans, Business Literature, Complete Merchandising Campaigns

II 0 West 40th Street

NEW YORK.

F you want the best pipe
that can be made, you
can get it in a W D C-up
to $6. If you want the best
genuine French Briar that
as little as 75 cents will buy,
you can get it in a W D C.
American made, in all sizes
and styles, and sold at the
best shops.

I

WD

c

No man ever had a better
pipe than this one. Care·
fully selected genuine
French Briar, a sterling
ring and vulcanite bit,
hand fitted and finished
by an expert.
WM. DEMUTH & CO., New York
World's Largest Pipe Manufacturer

HOWARD
WESSON
COMPANY
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS .

VAN THE HATTER
100 ASYLUM STREET, HARTFORD
DON DOOLITTLE, Proprietor

THE BIBLE HOUSE,
177 ASYLUH ST., HARTFORD.
Tke Unusual in Cards and Little Gifts.
Lal'lgest Assortmerut in the City.

BILL GOODMAN
WILL SHOW AT COLLEGE EVERY
OTHER WEEK.

Athletic Supplies

Unexcelled Engravings for Class
Books and other College Publieatiou

<!rollege
Qtngraber~
of

~ew ~nglanb

Dine at
THE

Far East Garden
THE MOST UP-TO-DATE
EATING PLACE IN THE CITY.

American and
Chinese
Cuisine

76State Street, Hartford
Opp011ite P•t Office.
Telephone Connection.
THOMAS E . LEE, llana&'er.

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD
and BRAINARD CO.
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS
AND PAPER RULERS
Comer Pearl and Trumbull Streets
Hartford, CoJlil.

NINGPO Restaurant
WONG H. HOP, Managing Director.
Chinese and American Food.
Mandarin Style Dinners.
Quality, Style and Refinement.
Orchestral Music.
Open from 11 a. m. to Midnight.
739 MAIN STREET, HARTFORD.

